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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate new binary relations defined on the set of rectangu-
lar complex matrices based on the weighted Drazin inverse and give some character-
izations of them. These relations become pre-orders and improve the results found
by the authors in [Applied Mathematics and Computation, 219, 14 (2013), 7310–
7318] as well as extend those known for square matrices. On the other hand, some
new weighted partial orders are also defined and characterized. The advantages of
these new relations compared to the ones considered in the mentioned paper are
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1 Introduction and background
The main aim of this paper is to define and investigate some new pre-orders and some
new partial orders on rectangular matrices by means of weighted Drazin inverses. On the
one hand, the novelty of these relations is that they take into account the nilpotent parts
of appropriate matrices of an arbitrary index. On the other hand, it is immediately seen
that if we compare them to those recently studied in [9], defined only in terms of Drazin
inverses, results are clearly improved obtaining some unexpected interesting features.
Whereas the relations that use a weight on both sides are shown that coincide in both
papers, those including the weight on only one-side will extend properly the corresponding
ones defined in [9] and will be different. An advantage derived from the present paper
is that we can reduce from four to two the conditions that have to be verified for the
comparison A d,W B to be true ([9, Theorem 2.3]). Another profitable consequence is
that we can also reduce the quantity of Drazin inverses to be computed from two to only
one.
Additionally, in this paper some new weighted partial orders are also defined and
studied for rectangular matrices, again considering the nilpotent parts of appropriate
matrices of an arbitrary index. These results are as well a generalization of those given,
for matrices of index 1, in [9, Section 5].
Let Cm×n be the set of m × n complex matrices. For a given A ∈ Cm×n, the symbols
A∗, A−1 and R(A) denote the conjugate transpose, the inverse (m = n) and the range of
A. As usual, In and On denote the n × n identity and zero matrices, respectively. The
subscripts will be omitted when no confusion is caused. For two given matrices A ∈ Ct×t
and B ∈ C(m−t)×(n−t) we denote by A ⊕ B the m × n matrix where A is located in the
N-W corner, B is in the S-E corner and the other two blocks correspond to rectangular
zero matrices of adequate sizes.
Let A ∈ Cn×n. The index of A, denoted by ind(A) , is the smallest nonnegative
integer k such that Ak and Ak+1 have the same rank. The only matrix X ∈ Cn×n
satisfying XAX = X, AX = XA and Ak+1X = Ak, with k = ind(A), is called the Drazin
inverse of A. The Drazin inverse of A always exists and is denoted by X = AD. It is
clear that Ar+1AD = Ar, for every integer r ≥ ind(A) and Ar+1AD = ADAr+1, for every
integer r ≥ 0. The group inverse of A ∈ Cn×n is the unique matrix A# that satisfies
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AA#A = A, A#AA# = A# and AA# = A#A. If A has index at most 1, then AD = A#.
The Drazin inverse of a matrix can be computed by using a canonical representation
for A. Indeed, for a given matrix A ∈ Cn×n with ind(A) = k and rank(Ak) = a,
there are nonsingular matrices P ∈ Cn×n and C ∈ Ca×a such that A = P (C ⊕ N)P−1,
where N ∈ C(n−a)×(n−a) is nilpotent with index k. Notice that N is absent whether k = 0,
N = On−a whether k = 1 and C is absent whether a = 0. Along the entire paper only non-
trivial cases will be considered. If A is in the specified form then AD = P (C−1 ⊕ O)P−1.
Subsequently, we can write A in the called core-nilpotent decomposition as A = A1 + A2
where A1 = P (C ⊕O)P
−1 and A2 = P (O ⊕N)P
−1 for A1, A2 being the only matrices in
these conditions (see [4]).
Recall that a binary relation on a set S which is reflexive and transitive is called a
pre-order on S. A partial order on S is a pre-order that also satisfies the antisymmetric
property. The following relations are well known [10]. The minus partial order on Cm×n,
denoted by ≤−, is defined by A ≤− B if and only if rank(B −A) = rank(B) − rank(A),
for A,B ∈ Cm×n. If A,B ∈ Cn×n are two matrices with index at most 1, it is said that A
is below B under the sharp partial order if A#A = A#B and AA# = BA# and is denoted
by A ≤# B. Suppose that A,B ∈ Cn×n are written in their respective core-nilpotent
decompositions as A = A1 + A2 and B = B1 + B2. It is said that A 
d B if A1 ≤
# B1.
The relation d is known as the Drazin pre-order. Observe that A d B is equivalent to
ADA = ADB and AAD = BAD.
Throughout this paper, a nonzero matrix W ∈ Cn×m will be fixed to be used as a
weight. The following definition was introduced by R.E. Cline and T.N.E. Greville in [6].
Definition 1.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A ∈ Cm×n. A matrix X ∈ Cm×n
is a W−weighted Drazin inverse of A if the following conditions hold:
(a) AWX = XWA,
(b) X = XWAWX,
(c) (AW )k+1XW = (AW )k, for some integer k ≥ 0.
The smallest integer k satisfying condition (c) is denoted by k1 = ind(AW ).
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The matrix X in Definition 1.1 always exists, is unique and will be denoted by X =









A, AD,W W = (AW )D and WAD,W = (WA)D (1)
hold (see [6]).
Notice that if W ∈ Cn×m is a nonzero matrix and A,X ∈ Cm×n are matrices satisfying
item (a) in Definition 1.1, then it is easy to see that the following conditions are equivalent:
(b) X = XWAWX,
(b′) (XW )2A = X,
(b′′) A(WX)2 = X.
Thus, condition (b) in Defintion 1.1 can be replaced with (b′) or (b′′).
Since W = O yields to the trivial case AD,W = O, this possibility is discarded. The
next result will be used in what follows.
Theorem 1.1 [15, Theorem 2] If W ∈ Cn×m is a nonzero matrix, A ∈ Cm×n, k1 =
ind(AW ) and k2 = ind(WA) then there exist four nonsingular matrices P ∈ Cm×m,
Q ∈ Cn×n, A1,W1 ∈ Ct×t and two matrices A2 ∈ C(m−t)×(n−t) and W2 ∈ C(n−t)×(m−t) such
that A2W2 and W2A2 are nilpotent of indices k1 and k2, respectively, with
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q
−1 and W = Q(W1 ⊕ W2)P
−1. (2)
In this case,
AD,W = P ((W1A1W1)
−1 ⊕ O)Q−1. (3)
Observe that Theorem 1.1 can also be established for k = max{k1, k2} (see [14]).
Moreover, the matrix W can be seen as a weight needed to transform the rectangular
matrix A into two square ones, namely, AW and WA.
For a most extensive study on generalized inverses and matrix partial orders and
pre-orders the authors refer the reader to [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces and characterizes the binary
relation D,W on rectangular matrices. In order to provide a pre-order on rectangular
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complex matrices based on the weighted Drazin inverse, the new binary relation D,W
is defined and characterized on rectangular matrices in Section 2. This relation requires
only 2 equalities, as well as the majority of the well-known orders or pre-orders defined
on the basis of a generalized inverse, as for example star order, sharp order, Drazin
pre-order, minus order, etc. This relation becomes equivalent to d,W (defined in [9]
in terms of the Drazin inverse), and this new characterization simplifies considerably
the known one. Additionally, several computational advantages of the new relation are
remarked. Section 3 presents the one-sided relations D,W,r and D,W,` (not considered
in [9]) corresponding to D,W and their characterizations. It is shown that they are
pre-orders and some relationship with the pre-orders d,W,r and d,W,` introduced in [9]
are given. It is proved that d,W,r⊆D,W,r and d,W,`⊆D,W,` and that the opposite
inclusions do not hold. In Section 4, new weighted partial orders on rectangular matrices
are introduce and characterized.
2 A pre-order defined by the weighted Drazin inverse
The Drazin pre-order can be defined on square matrices thanks to the fact that Drazin
inverses always exist for square matrices. Since it is not possible to extend this pre-
order directly to rectangular matrices, we will take advantage from the weighted Drazin
inverses that always exist for rectangular matrices. Then the idea is to consider some
binary relations on the set of rectangular matrices by using weighted Drazin inverses.
Definition 2.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. It is said that
A D,W B if (AW )AD,W = (BW )AD,W and AD,W (WA) = AD,W (WB).
It is remarkable that only one Drazin inverse has to be computed in the previous
Definition because of the expressions for AD,W given in (1).
Theorem 2.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. If A and W are
written as in (2), then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) A D,W B,
(b) there exists B2 ∈ C(m−t)×(n−t) such that B = P (A1 ⊕ B2)Q−1.
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according to the size of blocks in A. From (2) and (3) we get AD,W (WA) = P (W−11 ⊕
O)Q−1 and












Since AD,W (WA) = AD,W (WB), it then results B1 = A1 and B3 = O. Similarly,
the equality (AW )AD,W = (BW )AD,W leads to B4 = O. Hence, (a) =⇒ (b) holds. The
converse is straightforward. 
Remark 2.1 From Theorem 2.1 it is clear that D,W does not preserve the rank function.
Indeed, for a fixed matrix A decomposed as in (2) with A2 being neither nonzero nor a
full rank matrix, if we choose B2 as the zero matrix, as A2 or as a full rank matrix we get
that rank(B) is respectively less, equal or greater than rank(A).
Remark 2.2 In general, the index of (the square matrices corresponding to) two matri-
ces related under D,W is not linked. That is, if A D,W B with ind(AW ) = k1 and
ind(BW ) = k2 we know that each one of the possibilities k2 < k1, k2 = k1 or k2 > k1 may
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it can be easily proved that A D,W B1, A 
D,W B2, A 
D,W B3, ind(AW ) = k1 = 1,
ind(B1W ) = 0, ind(B2W ) = 1 and ind(B3W ) = 2. Of course, it similarly occurs with
the left counterpart WA and WB.
Notice that proof of Theorem 2.1 only uses the nonsingularity of A1 and W1 that
Theorem 1.1 states, but not the remaining properties about nilpotence.
Theorem 2.2 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix. The binary relation D,W defined on
Cm×n is a pre-order.
Proof. By Definition 2.1 it is immediate that D,W is reflexive. Now, suppose that
A,B,C ∈ Cm×n satisfy A D,W B and B D,W C. Since A D,W B, Theorem 2.1
assures the existence of nonsingular matrices P ∈ Cm×m, Q ∈ Cn×n, A1,W1 ∈ Ct×t
and matrices B2 ∈ C(m−t)×(n−t) and W2 ∈ C(n−t)×(m−t) such that A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q−1,
W = Q(W1 ⊕ W2)P
−1 and B = P (A1 ⊕ B2)Q
−1. Thus,




which implies [(WB)D]2 = Q((W1A1)
−2⊕[(W2B2)












−1 (even for W2 = O). Now,
from B D,W C we have (BW )BD,W = (CW )BD,W and BD,W (WB) = BD,W (WC). Note
that Theorem 2.1 can be applied to B D,W C due to the nonsingularity of the matrices
A1 and W1 involved in the decompositions of B and W . Thus, C = P (A1 ⊕ C2)Q
−1, for








it is easy to see that AD,W (WA) = AD,W (WC) and (AW )AD,W = (CW )AD,W . Hence,
A D,W C and thus transitivity holds. 
In general, the relation D,W is not antisymmetric as the following example shows.
Example 2.1 Consider the matrices A, B1 and W given in Remark 2.2. It is clear that
A and W are written as in Theorem 1.1, hence A D,W B1 by Theorem 2.1. Similarly,
B1 
D,W A, but A 6= B1.
The next result will be used in what follows.
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Lemma 2.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix, A,B ∈ Cm×n, k1 = ind(AW ) and
k2 = ind(WA). Then
(a) (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D if and only if (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1,
(b) (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB) if and only if (WA)k2+1 = (WA)k2(WB).
Proof. It is enough to prove item (a) because item (b) follows similarly.
If we suppose that (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D holds, clearly the equality
(AW )(AW )D(AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )D(AW )k1+1
also holds and Drazin inverse definition yields (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 , as we desired.
The converse will be proved by induction on k1. The k1 = 0 case holds vacuously. Suppose
that (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 implies (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D for same integer
k1 ≥ 0 and that (AW )
(k1+1)+1 = (BW )(AW )k1+1 is as well satisfied. Then
(AW )k1+1(AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )k1(AW )(AW )D.
So, by Drazin inverse definition we arrive at (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 . Hence, by in-
duction hypothesis we have (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D. 
We next characterize the relation A D,W B in terms of the weighted Drazin inverse of
A, the Drazin inverse of AW and WA, the index of AW and WA and also using adequate
blocks of matrices A, B and W .
Theorem 2.3 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix, A,B ∈ Cm×n, k1 = ind(AW ) and
k2 = ind(WA). The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) A D,W B.
(b) (AW )(AD,W W ) = (BW )(AD,W W ) and (WAD,W )(WA) = (WAD,W )(WB).
(c) (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D and (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB).
(d) (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 and (WA)k2+1 = (WA)k2(WB).
(e) (AW )k+1 = (BW )(AW )k and (WA)k+1 = (WA)k(WB) for all integer k ≥ max{k1, k2}.
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all of them of suitable sizes, such that
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q


























2 are nilpotent matrices.
Proof. (a) =⇒ (b) It is immediate from Definition 2.1.
(b) =⇒ (c) It follows from (1).
(c) =⇒ (a) Post-multiplying (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D by (AW )DA it then follows
(AW )((AW )D)2A = (BW )((AW )D)2A. By ( 1), the equality (AW )AD,W = (BW )AD,W
holds. The other equality follows similarly.
(c) ⇐⇒ (d) It is immediate from Lemma 2.1.
(d) =⇒ (e) Let k be an integer such that k ≥ m where m = max{k1, k2}. If m = k1, from
(AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 we have
(AW )k+1 = (AW )k1+1(AW )k−m = (BW )(AW )k1(AW )k−m = (BW )(AW )k.
We can proceed analogously to obtain the m = k2 case.
(e) =⇒ (d) Let k ≥ max{k1, k2} be an integer such that (i) (AW )
k+1 = (BW )(AW )k
and (ii) (WA)k+1 = (WA)k(WB) are satisfied.
Denote by m1 the smallest integer k ≥ max{k1, k2} for which (i) holds. So, m1 ≥ k1
satisfies (AW )m1+1 = (BW )(AW )m1 . Set t = m1 − k1. Clearly, t ≥ 0. Assume that t ≥ 1
because the t = 0 case is trivial. Multiplying (AW )k1+t+1 = (BW )(AW )k1+t by ((AW )D)t
on the right side and using that ind(AW ) = k1 we get (AW )
k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1 .
On the other hand, if we denote by m2 the smallest integer k ≥ max{k1, k2} that satis-
fies (ii) and we set s = m2−k2, it can be similarly seen that (AW )
k2+s+1 = (BW )(AW )k2+s
implies (AW )k2+1 = (BW )(AW )k2 .
(c) =⇒ (f) Suppose that A,B ∈ Cm×n satisfy (c). By Theorem 1.1 there are nonsingular
matrices PA ∈ Cm×m, QA ∈ Cn×n, A1,W1 ∈ CtA×tA , and matrices A′2 ∈ C
(m−tA)×(n−tA),
W2 ∈ C(n−tA)×(m−tA) such that








where A′2W2 and W2A
′
2 are nilpotent matrices of indices k1 = ind(AW ) and k2 =
ind(WA), respectively. Moreover, AD,W = PA((W1A1W1)
−1 ⊕ O)Q−1A . Hence, by (1)
AD,W W = (AW )D = PA((A1W1)
−1 ⊕ O)P−1A and WA
D,W = (WA)D = QA((W1A1)
−1 ⊕
O)Q−1A .







according to the size of the blocks of A. From (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D, after
making same calculations it is obtained B1 = A1 and B4 = O. Now, from equality
(WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB), it results B3 = O, i.e., B = PA(A1 ⊕ B2)Q
−1
A .
Suppose that W2 6= O. Applying Theorem 1.1 to matrices B2 ∈ C(m−tA)×(n−tA)
and W2 ∈ C(n−tA)×(m−tA), there exist nonsingular matrices R ∈ C(m−tA)×(m−tA), S ∈
C(n−tA)×(n−tA) , B21 ,W
2
1 ∈ C
t×t, and matrices B22 ∈ C





















Consider the matrices P ∈ Cm×m and Q ∈ Cn×n defined by
P = PA(ItA ⊕ R) and Q = QA(ItA ⊕ S). (5)
Replacing (4) and (5) in the expressions of A, B and W and setting A2 = R
−1A′2S we
arrive at
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2) Q
−1, B = P (A1 ⊕ R
−1B2S)Q






We notice that the W2 = O case can be also written as in (f) with W
2
1 = O and
W 22 = O.
(f) =⇒ (c) It is straightforward. 
Now, we establish some relationships between known pre-orders. As a consequence
of Theorem 2.3 we can compare the pre-order D,W to the one studied in [9], that is,
A d,W B if and only if AW d BW and WA d WB. For more details, we refer the
reader to [9, Theorem 2.3].
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Proposition 2.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix, A,B ∈ Cm×n, ind(AW ) = k1 and
ind(WA) = k2. Then
(a) A D,W B if and only if A d,W B.
(b) (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB) and (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D if and only if
(AW )D(AW ) = (AW )D(BW ) = (BW )(AW )D and (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB) =
(WB)(WA)D.
(c) (BW )(AW )k1 = (AW )k1+1 and (WA)k2(WB) = (WA)k2+1 if and only if (AW )k1+1 =
(AW )k1(BW ) = (BW )(AW )k1 and (WA)k2+1 = (WA)k2(WB) = (WB)(WA)k2.
Remark 2.3 An important remark is that we have reduced from four ([9, Theorem 2.3])
to two (Proposition 2.1) the conditions to be verified for the relation A d,W B to be true.
Even more, in order to assure that A d,W B, we have now to compute only one Drazin
inverse (namely (AW )D or (WA)D in the expression for AD,W ) while in ([9, Theorem 2.3])
we must compute two.
3 One-sided pre-orders
In this section we consider the right and left-sided relations associated to D,W and
compare them to the relations d,W,r and d,W,` defined in [9], respectively. Contrary to
the intuition, in these cases they are not equivalent as we will show in what follows.
Definition 3.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. It is said that
(a) A D,W,r B if (AW )AD,W = (BW )AD,W .
(b) A D,W,` B if AD,W (WA) = AD,W (WB).
From Definition 2.1 it is clear that A D,W B if and only if A D,W,r B and A D,W,`
B.
Using (1) it is easy to see that A D,W,r B if and only if (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D.
Similarly, A D,W,` B if and only if (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB).
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In what follows, we will show that the relation D,W,r is a pre-order. The fact that
D,W,` is also a pre-order can be deduced from Theorem 3.1 and noticing that A D,W,` B
if and only if A∗ D,W
∗,r B∗.
Theorem 3.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix. The relation D,W,r defined on Cm×n
is a pre-order.
Proof. Clearly D,W,r is reflexive. We shall prove that it is transitive. Let A,B,C ∈
Cm×n satisfying A D,W,r B and B D,W,r C. Suppose that A and W are written as in












according to the size of blocks in A. Since (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D, it results












Using the fact that for square matrices M1 and M2 and for a nonsingular matrix P , if
M2 = PM1P
−1 then MD2 = PM
D
1 P
−1, and from [4, Theorem 7.7.1], there exists a matrix
X of the adequate size such that








Since B D,W,r C, we have (BW )(BW )D = (CW )(BW )D. Making some calculations it
is obtained that
(BW )(BW )D = P
[


















from where we have C1 = A1 and C4 = O. Hence, it is easy to verify that A 
D,W,r C; so
D,W,r is transitive. 
Analogously to Theorem 2.3 we can prove the following result.
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Theorem 3.2 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix, A,B ∈ Cm×n and k1 = ind(AW ).
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) A D,W,r B.
(b) (AW )(AD,W W ) = (BW )(AD,W W ).
(c) (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D.
(d) (AW )k1+1 = (BW )(AW )k1.
(e) (AW )k+1 = (BW )(AW )k, for all integer k ≥ k1.




1 , and there exist A2, B3, B
2
2 ,
W 22 , all of them of suitable sizes, satisfying
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q































2 are nilpotent matrices.
We recall that the binary relation d,W,r was defined in [9] by A d,W,r B if (AW )D(AW ) =
(AW )D(BW ) and (AW )(AW )D = (BW )(AW )D. It is clear that d,W,r is a subset of
D,W,r but the converse is not true, as we show in the following example.











































, this is, A D,W,r















Hence, A 6d,W,r B.
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Theorem 3.3 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix, A,B ∈ Cm×n and k2 = ind(WA).
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) A D,W,` B.
(b) (WAD,W )(WA) = (WAD,W )(WB).
(c) (WA)D(WA) = (WA)D(WB).
(d) (WA)k2+1 = (WA)k2(WB).
(e) (WA)k+1 = (WA)k(WB) for all integer k ≥ k2.




1 , and matrices A2, B4, B
2
2 ,
W 22 , all of them of suitable sizes, satisfying
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q

































2 are nilpotent matrices.
Analogously, the binary relation d,W,` defined in [9] is a subset of D,W,`, but the
converse is not true, as it can be shown considering the conjugate transpose of matrices
in Example 3.1.
Notice that similar observations to those in Remarks 2.1 and 2.2 can be also done for
the relations D,W,r and D,W,`.
The last comment in Remark 2.3 is the reason why next equivalences are not included
in Theorems 2.3, 3.2 and 3.3, that is, we can simplify even more the expressions.
Theorem 3.4 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. The following
statements are valid:
(a) A D,W,r B if and only if A(WA)D = B(WA)D if and only if (AW )DA = B(WA)D.
(b) A D,W,` B if and only if (AW )DA = (AW )DB if and only if A(WA)D = (AW )DB.
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(c) A D,W B if and only if A(WA)D = B(WA)D and (AW )DA = (AW )DB if and only
if (AW )DA = B(WA)D and A(WA)D = (AW )DB.
Proof. By definition, A D,W,r B if and only if (AW )AD,W = (BW )AD,W . By re-
placing in this last equality the expressions given in (1) we get A(WA)D = B(WA)D or
(AW )DA = B(WA)D. Hence, item (a) holds. The other two items follow similarly. 
We close this section emphasizing that the relations D,W,r, D,W,` and D,W are
pairwise different. It is enough to show that A D,W,r B does not imply A D,W,` B.






2 0 0 0
0 1 0 0










2 0 1 1
0 1 0 0























By Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4 it can be easily verified that A D,W,r B but A D,W,` B
because (AW )DA 6= (AW )DB.
4 Some weighted partial orders
Considering the nilpotent parts of the matrices, in [10, Definition 4.4.17] it was defined
a binary relation on square matrices in order to extend the Drazin pre-order to a partial
order. In this section, we define and investigate a similar relation, in this occasion on the
rectangular matrices setting.
In what follows, we will denote by (Z)C and (Z)N the unique matrices in the core-
nilpotent decomposition of a square matrix Z.
Definition 4.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. It is said that:
(a) A #,−,W,r B if (AW )C ≤
# (BW )C and (AW )N ≤
− (BW )N .
(b) A #,−,W,` B if (WA)C ≤
# (WB)C and (WA)N ≤
− (WB)N .
(c) A #,−,W B if A #,−,W,r B and A #,−,W,` B.
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From [10, Corollary 4.4.19], we can deduce that the relations previously defined are
pre-orders on Cm×n.
Theorem 4.1 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. The following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) A #,−,W,r B.
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2 = O, B3(W
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Proof. (a) =⇒ (b) Suppose A #,−,W,r B, this is (AW )C ≤
# (BW )C and (AW )N ≤
−
(BW )N . From the first condition we have AW 
d BW , i.e., A D,W,r B. So, by [9,




t×t, and there exist matrices A2 ∈ C(m−tA)×(n−tA), B3 ∈ CtA×(n−tA), B22 ∈
C(m−tA−t)×(n−tA−t), W 22 ∈ C
(n−tA−t)×(m−tA−t) satisfying
A = P (A1 ⊕ A2)Q































2 are nilpotent matrices and B3(W
2
1 ⊕
W 22 ) = O. Hence, it is easy to see that



































2 ) is according to the size of the blocks of Z. Since
(AW )N ≤
− (BW )N , we have P
−1(AW )NP ≤

































































and we get A21 = O, A
2













is nilpotent we have that W 22 A
2
2 is nilpotent.
(b) =⇒ (a) It is straightforward. 
The following two results establish characterizations for matrices related by the pre-
orders #,−,W,` and #,−,W , respectively.
Theorem 4.2 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. The following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) A #,−,W,` B.
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4 = O, (W
2
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− W 22 B
2
2 .
Theorem 4.3 Let W ∈ Cn×m be a nonzero matrix and A,B ∈ Cm×n. The following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) A #,−,W B.
(b) There exist nonsingular matrices P ∈ Cm×m, Q ∈ Cn×n, A1,W1 ∈ CtA×tA, B21 ,W
2
1 ∈
Ct×t, and matrices A22, B
2
2 ∈ C

















































− W 22 B
2
2 .
Theorem 4.4 The relations #,−,W,r, #,−,W,` and #,−,W are partial orders on Cm×n
provided that W has full row rank, full column rank or full rank, respectively.
It is remarkable that:
(a) D,W,r =d,W,r if and only if Theorem 3.2 (f) also includes the condition B3((W
2
1 ⊕
W 22 ) = O.
(b) D,W,r⊆#,−,W,r if and only if conditions included in Theorem 4.1 (b) and neither
included in Theorem 3.2 (f) are satisfied.
We close this paper pointed out that the pre-orders defined in this section are essen-
tially different from the ones analyzed in Sections 2 and 3.
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